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[571 ABSTRA(;T 
In vaccum plasma spraying a turntable must be pro- 
vided which not only makes it possible to rotate and tilt 
a heavy workpiece, but to operate at vacuum plasma 
temperatures to do so. In the vacuum plasma coating of 
large parts such as combustion chambers of rocket en- 
gines the workpiece must not only be rotated, but it 
must be tilted. Hence the turntable must be capable not 
only of supporting heavy parts, but of angulating such 
heavy workpieces. And this must be done without drive 
means failure due to extremely high temperatures under 
which the  turntable mechanism is operated. Herein a 
turntable mechanism is provided which is capable of 
operating under such conditions. For cooling the turn- 
table drive mechanism internal cooling means are in- 
cluded. 

7 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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TURNTABLE MECHANISM 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made by an em- 

ployee of the United States Government, and may be 
manufactured and used by or for Government purposes 
without the payment of any royalties thereon or there- 
for. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention pertains to a turntable mechanism. In 

a more particular aspect the invention relates to a turn- 
table mechanism intended for use in manipulating a part 
to be sprayed by a jet of plasma within a vacuum plasma 
spray chamber. In still another of its embodiments a 
turntable is provided which is capable of supporting 
heavy parts such as aircraft engines. 

The internal parts and surfaces of turbine or rocket 
engines and similar parts, such as combustion chambers 
and turbine blades are subjected to such high tempera- 
tures during operation that it is desirable to coat their 
surfaces with thermal-barrier ceramic coatings. In order 
to do that the part must be both rotated and tilted. A 
turntable must therefore be provided which not only 
makes it possible to rotate and tilt a heavy workpiece, 
but to operate at vacuum plasma temperatures to do so. 
Such devices as that shown in U.S. Pat. No. 3,046,157 
would not support a turbine engine. Devices such as 
those described in U.S. Pat. No. 2,783,531 and U.S. Pat. 
No. 2,835,964, with motors close to the turntable would 
not withstand high temperatures without burning out 
the motors. 

Vacuum plasma coating with ceramics and high tem- 
perature alloys such as zirconium and yttrium entails 
spraying ajet of ceramic or alloy plasma, in the absence 
of air, at a temperature of approximately 15,OOO degrees 
C. A plasma spray gun begins to operate when a pulse 
of current creates an arc across the gap between its 
electrodes. An inert gas, usually argon in admixture 
with hydrogen, flows within the arc. As the arc forms, 
electrons are stripped away from the gas, ionizing it so 
that it forms a plasma. When a powdered ceramic mate- 
rial or alloy is introduced into this plasma stream the 
particles are melted by the high temperatures and pro- 
pelled as a plasma onto a workpiece surface where they 
solidify, forming a high temperature resistant coating 
virtually impossible to remove. 

In coating such parts as combustion chambers of 
turbine or rocket engines the workpiece must not only 
be rotated, but it must be tilted so that the surface being 
sprayed is approximately perpendicular to the spray 
gun. Thus the turntable must not only be capable of 
supporting 750 to IO00 pounds, but of angulating such a 
heavy workpiece by rotating it about both vertical and 
horizontal axes. And this must be done without drive 
means failure due to the extremely high temperatures 
under which the drive means must operate. Obviously 
the turntable mechanisms of U.S. Pat. No. 2,783,531 and 
U.S. Pat. No. 2,835,964 could not be so used. Herein a 
turntable mechanism is provided which can be so used. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
With a view toward conditions under which plasma 

spray coatings are conducted a mechanism is provided 
herein for holding and maneuvering a workpiece which 
is beiig worked on under high temperature conditions. 
The mechanism includes a tubed workpiece carrying 

member in the form of a tubular cradle adapted to be 
driven arcuately in either direction about a virtually 
horizontal axis through its two cradle ends. A work- 
piece turntable drive mechanism is carried by the cra- 

5 dle. The workpiece turntable is fabricated with a rotat- 
able shaft which is mounted in the drive mechanism to 
be rotated thereby about an axis transverse to the cradle 
axis. Means are included for driving the cradle in either 
directica in its arc. For cooling the turntable drive 

10 mechanism internal cooling means are provided within 
the cradle, within the turntable drive shaft, and within 
the turntable drive mechanism. 

DE!XRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a schematic side view showing the general 

codipration of the invention, where a turntable 
mounted on a cradle supports a combustion chamber to 
be treated. 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary plan view of the 
20 cradle and the turntable which supports a combustion 

chamber to be treated. 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged cross sectional view of the 

turntable and the mechanism for controlling rotation of 
the turntable. 

FIG. 4 is a fragmentary plan view of the base which 
supports the turntable drive mechanism. 

FIG. 5 is a cross sectional view of the cradle drive 
mechanism connected to one end of the cradle, showing 

FIG. 6 is a cross sectional view of the cradle pivot at 
the opposite end of the cradle from the cradle drive 
mechanism. 

FIG. 7 is an enlarged view of that portion of the 
35 turntable drive mechanism delineated by phantom lines 

in FIG. 3, showing in greater detail the structure of the 
upper portion of the turntable drive mechanism. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF THE 
INVENTION 

Referring now in detail to the drawings, FIG. 1 
shows the invention in a broad sense. A combustion 
chamber 2 (which is not a part of this invention) to be 
treated rests on a turntable 4 which can be rotated by a 

45 turntable drive mechanism 6. The drive mechanism 6 is 
mounted on a framework 8 which is carried by a sup- 
porting structure fragments of which are shown at 10 in 
FIG. 1. 

It is to be noted that framework 8 is in the form of a 
50 cradle composed of two pairs of tube members 12u and 

12b, one memberpf each pair being shown in FIG. 1, 
bpth pairs being visible in FIG. 2. In order tamake the 
device suffciently strong to hold heavy workpieces, 
struts or cradle strengthening plates 16 and 166 are 

55 welded between cradle tube members 124 and 12b re- 
spectively. The drive mechanism or turntable base 14 is 
also welded to tubular cradle 8. 

Tubular cradle 8 is adapted to be pivoted, that is, 
swung, or rotated backwardly or forwardly in an arc 

60 about a generally horizontal axis through its two cradle 
ends, one of which is shown as end 18 in FIG. 2. Essen- 
tially these tubular ends are end plates 20 and 22 (FIG. 
1) to which cradle tube members 12u and 12b are 
welded. Permitting or accomplishing the desired verti- 

65 cal orientation of the workpiece 2 by pivotally moving 
the tubular cradle, in one direction or the other, are 
tubular cradle pivot drive 26 and cradle pivot 28 to be 
described in greater detail in conjunction with FIGS. 5 

25 

3o the various parts making up the mechanism. 
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3 
and 6. Preliminarily, however, turntable 4 will be de- 
scribed. 

Turntable 4, along with its drive mechanism, is 
shown in detail in FIG. 3. As indicated hereinbefore the 
turntable includes a base 14. This base supports a two 5 
piece housing consisting of an upper housing element 32 
and a lower housing element 34. This housing encases 
or encloses a motor 36, and a resolver 38, as well as 
bearings 40 which support the turntable shaft 44. Con- 
duit 41 and port 42 carry the wires to the motor and the 10 
resolver within the housing. The entire turntable drive 
mechanism is surrounded by a cover 46 which in combi- 
nation with the housing 32-34 forms a coolant or water 
jacket whose function will be apparent as the operation 
of the invention is described. 

The turntable 4 is in the form of a spoked turntable 
deck 50 mounted on shaft 44 (FIG. 3). Within deck 50 
is a removable overspray ring 52 upon which the main 
combustion chamber, or other workpiece, to be treated 
rests. Overspray ring 52 provides a space so that the 20 
plasma spray gun (not shown) can be reversed. It also 
prevents overspray from building up on the turntable 
deck 50. The overspray ring is removable because dur- 
ing the plasma spraying operation the ring becomes 
attached to the main combustion chamber (MCC). 

When spraying, the gun should remain virtually per- 
pendicular to the internal hour glass shape of the MCC. 
This is accomplished by rotating the cradle about pivots 
26 and 28, FIG. 1. These pivots are shown in detail in 
FIGS. 5 and 6. 30 

FIG. 5 is a cross sectional view of the tubular cradle 
drive and pivot means 26. The cradle drive and pivot 
means, among other elements, includes three housing 
units, a pivot housing 60, a drive housing 62 and a motor 
housing 64. Within the pivot housing 60 are a cradle 35 
pivot shaft 65 and bearings 67. Within the drive and 
motor housings 62 and 64 are a motor 66, a harmonic 
drive 68, and a cradle drive shaft 70. 

FIG. 6 is a cross sectional view of the other tubular 
cradle pivot. This cradle pivot includes a housing 74, 40 
which supports bearings 76, as well as a pivot shaft 78. 
Also within housing 74 is a resolver 80. Wires for the 
resolver pass through port 82. 

The vacuum plasma spraying operation which is not 
a part of this invention requires an electric arc to pass 45 
from the spray head to the part being sprayed. The 
cradle, then, is used to complete this electric circuit. 
Accordingly it must be isolated from the vacuum 
plasma spray chamber. This is accomplished by using 
nonmetallic bushings 84 and 86 between the bearings 50 
and their housing as shown in FIGS. 5 and 6. By a 
nonmetallic spacer 88 the current path through the 
harmonic drive 68 is also isolated. 

Considering now the operation of the turntable 
mechanism, the turntable motor 36, connected to wires 55 
entering port 42, rotates the MCC during the spraying 
operation. A resolver 38 (FIG. 3) in turn provides posi- 
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4 
control system (not shown) can keep the spray gun 
perpendicular to the MCC internal surface. Wires pass- 
ing through port 82 lead to the resolver. 

Due to the extreme temperatures within a vacuum 
plasma coating chamber (not shown), it is necessary to 
cool the turntable drive mechanism so that the motor 
will not stop operating. An important aspect of this 
invention is the provision of a tubular cradle for keeping 
the system cool. A coolant such as water circulates, not 
only through the cradle, but through the turntable drive 
means 6 as well. In this connection reference is made to 
FIG. 4. Coolant in tubes 126 forming a portion of cradle 
8 flows into turntable drive means 6 through two ports 
in the turntable base, 14, one of which is shown as 90 in 
FIG. 4. Port 90 is fabricated by drilling a bore 91 (which 
is then plugged), communicating with channel % inside 
tube 126. 
A feature of this invention, shown in FIG. 3, is that 

the coolant flows into hollow turntable shaft U as well 
as in area C (also shown in FIG. 7) which forms a cool- 
ing jacket between the motor housing 32-34 and cover 
46 thereby cooling both the turntable shaft and the 
motor. The coolant then leaves the turntable through 
two openings such as annulus 94 (FIG. 9, flowing into 
cradle tubes 12u. The cradle tubes 120 and 126 are con- 
nected through channels % to end plates 20 and 22. 
Coolant, thus, flows from one end plate 20, through 
channels % in cradle tubes 12u through turntable drive 
means 6, including shaft 44, and then through channels 
% in cradle tubes 126 to end plate 22. 

Another significant aspect of this invention involves 
the cooling of both the pivot 28 (FIG. 6) and the pivot 
drive means 26 (FIG. 5) which are the vehicles for 
positioning the turntable. The coolant enters through 
two ports, one being an inlet port shown as 100 in FIG. 
5. The coolant then flows through orifice 102 into shaft 
65 prior to passing through end plate 20. 

After flowing through cradle tubes 12a and turntable 
drive 6 the coolant passes through cradle tubes 126 and 
end plate 22 to cool pivot 28. The coolant enters shaft 
78 of pivot 28 and leaves the pivot 28 through port 104. 

Still another unique facet of this invention is the seal- 
ing means incorporated in the turntable drive mecha- 
nism 6 and in pivots 26 and 28. The temperatures uti- 
lized in vacuum plasma coating operations dictate the 
use of special precautions to ensure that coolant is pre- 
vented from entering not only the vacuum plasma coat- 
ing chamber itself, but from entering the motors. To this 
end, to prevent the coolant from flowing into the vac- 
uum plasma spray chamber, dual dynamic seals are 
provided. In FIG. 7 O-ring seals 43 and 45 are shown in 
turntable drive 6.'Conduit 41, shown in FIGS. 2 and 6, 
is connected to a continuous supply of argon. The argon 
can be tolerated whereas the coolant cannot. As shown 
in FIG. 7 seals 43 and 45 in turntable drive 6 are contin- 
uously pressurized by this inert gas since it can be toler- 
ated within the vacuum plasma supply chamber. The 

tion feedback, whereas Hall effect devi& integral -with 'argon-sealed space, area I), between ihe seals is contin- 
the motor provide rate feedback. To keep the spray gun uously pressurized so that the gas pressure is always 
(not shown) in its perpendicular position, motor 66 60 greater than the water pressure. Since the space is under 
(FIG. 5), within pivot 26, and connected to suitable pressure, an increase in the demand for pressure will 
Wiring (port 43) powers the cradle about pivots 26 and indicate a leak of sufficient magnitude to dictate a shut 
28 (FIG. 1) while harmonic drive 68 (FIG. 5) provides down of the coating operation. 
on the order of a 200 to 1 torque increase. In this pre- A similar pair of O-ring seals 47 and 49 are employed 
ferred embodiment of the invention this is necessary due 65 in drive pivot 26 (FIG. 5). The argon is admitted 
to the 750 pound weight of the MCC. The resolver 80 through ports shown as 51. Pivot 28 is similarly cooled. 
(FIG. 6) in the pivot housing opposite the cradle drive O-rings (75) forming that pressurized seal area are 
provides the position feedback so that the conventional shown in FIG. 6. 
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Having been given the teachings of this invention drive mechanism for coolant flow through the cradle 
modifications and variations will occur to those skilled tubes, the drive shaft and the turntable drive mecha- 
in the art. Thus, any of the various inert gases can be nism. 
employed in the sealing means in addition to argon. 2. The workpiece holding mechanism of claim 1 
Further, whereas cylindrical tubing has been described, 5 wherein the turntable includes means for securing a 
tubing which is utilized in the cradle can be square, workpiece to the turntable. 
rectangular, or hexagonal in cross-section. Likewise, in 3. The workpiece holding mechanism of claim 2 
addition to water, water-glycerin, or glycol mixtures as wherein the turntable includes an annular cylindrical 
well as organic coolants, can be circulated through the turntable deck, and means within the annulus for sup- 
cradle and turntable drive units. The direction of flow 10 porting a ring adapted to hold the workpiece. 
of the coolant is also within the discretion of the user. 4. The workpiece holding mechanism of claim 1 
Further, whereas welding has been described in the wherein the cradle is supported at one end by a pivot 
assembling of the mechanism components, bolts can be means including drive means, bearings, and a means to 
employed. It will also be appreciated that whereas a increase drive torque, and at the other end by pivot 
preferred drive means has been described for both the I5 means including bearings, and means providing cradle 
turntable and the cradle, other drive means are avail- position feedback to a control system. 
able, the desideratum being the scaling and cooling 5. The workpiece holding mechanism of claim 1 
means. The same c ~ n  be said of the turntable positioning wherein the internal cooling means includes a coolant 
means. Other configurations can be used for a turntable jacket for the turntable drive mechanism, seal means 
positioning a workpiece so long as they are cooled and 20 isolating the turntable drive mechanism from coolant 
sealed following the teachings of this invention. Finally, within the jacket, and a coolant duct leading from the 
the turntable mechanism of the invention can be used coolant jacket to the turntable drive shaft, in combina- 
for manipulating parts or workpieces other than turbine tion with coolant flow channels forming cradlecooling 
engine combustion chambers and rotor blades. And passageways within the cradle, inlet and outlet coolant 
indeed the parts can be otherwise coated or worked on 25 ports to said coolant flow channels, a coolant duct lead- 
under high temperature conditions. Such ramifications ing from the coolant flow channels to the drive mecha- 
and changes are deemed to be within the scope of this nism coolant jacket, means introducing coolant through 
invention. the inlet, and means for withdrawing coolant through 

What is claimed is: the outlet to achieve a coolant circulation through the 
1. A mechanism for holding and maneuvering a 30 cradle and turntable drive mechanism to cool the work- 

workpiece being worked on under high temperature piece holding mechanism. 
conditions; the mechanism including a tubed workpiece 6. The workpiece holding mechanism of claim 5 
carrying member in the form of a tubular cradle; the wherein the tubular cradle is mounted for rotation in 
cradle having ends adapted for pivotal cradle move- pivot means at each end, wherein one pivot means in- 
ment arcuately about a virtually horizontal axis through 35 cludes the cradle drive means, and wherein each pivot 
its ends; means for driving the cradle to tilt said cradle means is adapted for coolant flow therethrough to or 
in an arc; a workpiece turntable drive mechanism car- from the cradle cooling passageways. 
ried by the cradle; said workpiece turntable having a 7. The workpiece holding mechanism of claim 5 
rotatable shaft affixed thereto; means securing the shaft wherein a gas sealing means isolate the coolant jacket 
to the turntable drive mechanism for rotation of the 40 from the workpiece turntable, the sealing means includ- 
shaft and turntable by the drive mechanism about an ing a pair of spaced apart O-ring seals forming a sealed 
axis transverse to the cradle axis; and internal cooling off area in the space between the O-ring seals, and 
means including interconnected channels within the means for admitting a gas into that space. 
cradle tubes, the turntable drive shaft and the turntable * * * * +  
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